Van Wolvlear announces section party guidelines

by John McGrath
Senior Staff Reporter

In an interview yesterday, Fr. John Van Wolvlear, vice-president for Student Affairs, denied that the University has banned section parties on campus. "There’s no change as to whether parties are allowed — it’s only a change in where they are to be held," he said.

Van Wolvlear was referring to a recent movement sponsored by some rectors and hall governments towards the elimination of section parties in favor of the use of hall party rooms.

"We figure it (the use of party rooms) promotes more of a party atmosphere," Van Wolvlear said. "In a party room, you’re not jammed in like sardines, and we don’t have to worry about kids not from our school roaming around and seeing things like at a section party."

Van Wolvlear outlined six "parameters" drawn up by a committee of dorm head staff at a meeting Feb. 29, that serve as guidelines which individual hall staff and governments may wish to follow or elaborate on. They are:

• Parties should be held between the hours of 7 p.m. and 2 a.m.
• The party must be contained within the appointed room.
• Attendence at the party is by invitation only.
• There should be no charge of admission at the party.
• There should be no advance advertising for parties.
• A certain percentage of the cost must be spent on food.

Hydrogen bubble decreases

Nuclear reactor’s situation improves

HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) — Engineers achieved a "dramatic decrease" yesterday in a gas bubble that has held a stranglehold on efforts to cool down the damaged Three Mile Island nuclear reactor.

Plant and federal officials said the hydrogen bubble had shrunk to a much safer size and the reactor’s temperature had dropped significantly.

"I am certain it is cause for optimism," said Harold Denton, Nuclear Regulatory Commission operations chief. He said the bubble was showing "a dramatic decrease in size."

"I didn’t expect such a rapid charge," Denton said of the bubble. "I think it is safer than Sunday."

Local civil defense officials, hopeful that the changes meant the five-day crisis here had passed, nevertheless maintained efforts to prepare for a precautionary evacuation of 25,000 residents still within a five-mile radius of the plant.

Denton and Bollmer both stressed that there was no hurry in attempting to bring the plant to a cold shutdown.

"We’re waiting to see how stable the systems are," Voliner said.

Denton also said radiation levels of 50,000 millirems in an hour, far above human tolerance levels, had been measured in the reactor building.

Vollmer said this was the maximum radiation measured in the building, but that levels elsewhere, although lower, were still too high to allow people to enter the building and do any useful work.

"Decontamination and the ability to cope with the amount of radioactive fission products that are in the containment is going to be a long-term problem," Denton said.

He added that an instrument on an inactive water circulation system in the building had

[continued on page 4]

Isis Gallery hosts Senior Arts Festival

by Mark E. Rust
Assistant St. Mary’s Editor

Sculptor Tom Diris finds Judaism "a beautiful thing.
His expression of that — a set of glassy textured, Hebrew
his medium — caught the eye of over 100 visitors at yesterday’s opening of three-dimensional art.

The exhibit — an array of clay, wood, metal and fiber sculptures — highlighted the

sixth day of Senior Arts Festival activities. The festival continues today with a repeat of the his showing, poetry and prose readings, and music and plays presented in the Nazz.

Douglas, a senior art major from South Bend, explained the project he used in creating his clay pieces. A clay slab, shaped on the wheel and fired twice, resulted in the Sabbath pieces, but the more important aspect of the the process, according to

[continued on page 8]
Rhode Island calls up reserves in preparation for elections

SALISBURY, Rhode Island (AP)—Rhode Island's army, gearing up to combat guerrilla threats to sabotage elections this month for the nation's first black-majority government, has been calling up reservists up to the age of 60, the military command said. The black nationalist guerrillas have vowed to sabotage the Rhode Island elections, claiming that black politicians seeking office are "stooges" who will let Rhode Island's white minority pull the strings and continue 90 years of white domination. Citing security, the government has kept the exact date of the universal suffrage elections a secret. An announcement is expected on Friday. Sources say the vote is expected to begin April 17 and end April 20.

Begin receives low-key welcome from Egyptians

CAIRO, Egypt (AP)—Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin arrived at a low-key welcome in Cairo yesterday as Arab foes of his peace treaty with President Anwar Sadat began planning a major protest campaign against the first Israeli prime minister to visit their capital with clear protocol and little warmth. Vice President Hosni Mubarak headed the welcoming party and Sadat stayed home because Begin is no longer a chief of state.

Khomeini claims acceptance of Islamic Republic

TEHRAN, Iran (AP)—Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini claimed unanimous approval in the two-day referendum on his plan to make Iran an Islamic republic, but his revolutionary regime headed the welcoming party and Sadat stayed home because Begin is no longer a chief of state.

ND chapter of FCA sponsors special events

Two special events are being sponsored by the Notre Dame chapter of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA). The first, a film titled "Sports Odyssey," is scheduled for tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Room 222 of Hayes-Healy Center. Featurled in the film are hang gliding, surfing and other sports calling for unique and special abilities.
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Weather

Partly cloudy and continued cold through tomorrow. Highs in the low 30s. Lows tonight in the low 30s. Highs tomorrow near 50.
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Attacks continue on American Embassy in Lebanon

by Tom Hay

Notre Dame senior Louie Knoble remains hospitalized in Bloomington, Indiana following a two-car collision on Sunday, March 26. According to Mrs. Knoble, her boyfriend, Knoble suffered a severe skull fracture when the car he was driving, a Toyota Celica, was hit by a Cadillac near Martinsville, Indiana, which is 18 miles outside Bloomington.

Knoble underwent surgery on the night of the accident to relieve pressure on his brain, and remained in a coma for nearly a week. No further complications have arisen, and doctors expect him to make a full recovery without any long-term disabilities. Mrs. Knoble said "he's getting better every day."

The accident occurred in early afternoon as Knoble was driving south from Lafayette to Bloomington with his girlfriend, the other party involved in the two-car collision. According to doctors, the car was struck by a red light at an intersection, striking the Knoble vehicle on the driver's side approximately 35 to 40 m.p.h. According to Mrs. Knoble, "the front of the Cadillac went through the car door. It was really a mess." Knoble's girlfriend, the other passenger in his car, suffered a broken leg.

The accident has had an effect on Knoble's speech and motor functions, but no permanent damage is anticipated. Friends who visited him over the past weekend reported that he was alert, and able to get up and walk around. His mother said that he "has made an extraordinary recovery so far," considering the nature and extent of his head injury.

Eyewitnesses said two young, unidentified men fired the guns yesterday from high in a building 150 yards from the main entrance of the Embassy overlooking the Mediterranean coast in West Beirut. The men escaped in a small car, the witnesses said.

Palestinian leaders have threatened to attack "American interests" in the Middle East because of the U.S. role in bringing about an Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty. But none of the Palestinian factions based here claimed responsibility for the attack and sources inside the movement dismissed the incident as unfounded, both in scope and purpose.

The rocket-propelled grenade that fried the embassy, according to witnesses, was a common weapon in the militia arsenals of Lebanon, exploded outside a first-floor window and penetrated an embassy office on the fifth floor at the front of the eight-story building.

"We were very fortunate no one was in the room at the time," an embassy security officer told reporters. It has been learned from reliable Lebanese sources that the government here won an agreement last week from Palestinian and leftist Lebanese groups to refrain from attacking American citizens or property in Beirut because of the already fragile security situation.

Fassar Aradat, leader of the Palestine Liberation Organization, vowed last week to "finish off" American interests in the region, and Sunday his political advisor predicted "days of fire, brimstone."

Longtime observers of the guerrilla movement tend to downplay such threats as primarily rhetoric for internal consumption. However, even if a guerrilla

[continued on page 4]

SU to sell registers

Student Union will be selling 1978-1979 Freshman Registers for $1 starting today. The registers may be purchased at the ticket office, on the second floor of LaFortune, from noon until 4 p.m. as long as supply lasts.

Section parties

We will not be hurt by the new guidelines because the students have gotten used to the party room system. It's a better way to have parties and alleviate some of the excessive drinking that goes on in one of the individual rooms," Tallardia observed. He admitted, however, that some halls, which do not have sufficient space, or which have become accustomed to section parties, may have difficulty adjusting to the new suggestions.

"It's (the shift to the use of party rooms) going to cause some problems," Tallardia said. "I could see some students using party rooms to section parties having some trouble adjusting, but in the long run, I think it's better for the students and the hall staff."

Sorin Hall is an example of a dorm that does not have the available space for a party room on the same scale as some other dorms on campus. Bob Sene, vice president of the hall, concedes that Sorin might have some problems conforming to the new guidelines.

"Under the party rules, we don't have the area," Sene said. "We're supposed to have one of the narrow halls next year, but that's just here and there.

Sorin agreed that the use of a party room for activities is a good idea, but added, "Sorin's not set up for that kind of system."
failed, apparently because of the high radiation, and officials had some concern about the possibility of further instrument failures. But the signals were clear: the situation had improved substantially.

Yesterday, technicians continued to eliminate the bubble completely, chiefly by the method they have been using all along: letting gas dissolve in the constantly circulating cooling water and then allowing it to escape from the water outside the reactor. Technicians also studied options on exactly how to achieve the "cold shutdown" which would go a long way to ending the crisis.

George Troffer, an official with Metropolitan Edison, which operates the facility, said radioactive releases had been halted at the site.

And NRC's Denton said that radiation being from the plant was at low levels in a confined area.

The bubble, which had threatened an explosion that could have ripped the lid off the reactor dome and spewed radiation, began shrinking dramatically Sunday and continued throughout the day and night, Denton said.

The latest developments gained officials more time to cool down the reactor. The critical time for a possible explosion from a chemical reaction within the reactor "has moved considerably outward" from five days Denton had predicted on Sunday, he said.

It was the most encouraging statement to date from the NRC since Wednesday's accident, which had led the governor to urge pre-school children and pregnant women to stay further than five miles from the plant and prompted an estimated 30,000 persons to voluntarily leave the Harrisburg area.

Meanwhile, all schools within 10 miles of the plant were closed yesterday, and some state government offices reported up to one-third of their employees stayed home. Facilities and businesses were stung by absenteeism and operated with skeleton staffs.

Customers queued up in banks, trying to withdraw yesterday before an evacuation was announced, state banking officials said.

But Denton said it was his opinion that with conditions improving at Three Mile Island, an evacuation was not warranted. John McGreevey, administrator of Polytechnic Medical Center Harrisburg's largest hospital, said, "I have been told by very reliable sources there are no evacuations plans in the foreseeable future.

Meanwhile, the NRC moved to avoid future cooling system breakdowns elsewhere, ordering officials at seven other nuclear plants to explain what they are doing to prevent similar failures. All seven were designed by Babcock and Wilcox Co., the firm which drew up plans for Three Mile Island.

Plant engineers at Three Mile Island shrunk the gas bubble by allowing the hydrogen in the reactor's cooling water to escape into another building, just as carbon dioxide bubbles out of a soda bottle when the cap is removed and pressure is released.

At the same time, the oxygen trimmed into the hydrogen bub­ble, which for a time had come to as small as 30 cubic feet, although Denton added, "I don't want to be stampeded into saying that the bubble actually is that size."

Besides posing the explosion problem, the bubble theoreti­cally could have expanded, forcing cooling water away from the uranium-filled fuel rods. The result of that would have been overheating of the rods, with a disastrous meltdown occurring at 5,000 degrees Fahren­heit.

Only two fuel cells, out of 177, were over 400 degrees as of yesterday, Denton said.

... Attacks

... Nuclear
just a little spring house cleaning! Holy Cross Hall’s radiators go along with the dust as maintenance works to improve living conditions. (Photo by Ron Saal)

In contract dispute

WASHINGTON (AP) - Un­solicited trucking firms began complying today with an indus­try ordered nationwide lockout of 300,000 truckers after the Teamsters union launched a limited strike in a contract dispute snarled on President Carter’s inflation guidelines. The shutdown is expected to affect a major portion of the nation’s over-the-road freight business.

Although estimates of the impact on the economy vary substantially, industry execu­tives have predicted that product shortages and manufactur­ing shutdowns would begin within a week and that a “serious economic crisis” could develop within two weeks.

Many trucking firms, attemp­t­ing to resolve the strike, made early shipments of orders before the Teamsters ordered a walkout at midnight Saturday.

Initial indications from the federal government were that serious economic disruptions would not develop for a few days.

Trucking Management Inc., the bargaining arm for more than 500 major trucking firms, ordered the shutdown Sunday, just hours after union pickets went up at selected trucking companies. In a lockout, em­ployers refuse to allow their employees to work.

Labor Department officials met within hours of industry’s announcement to plan what steps, if any, the administration would take. Administration officials indicated they probably would await several days before deciding whether to seek a back-to-work order.

“We strongly believe that the best way to resolve this dispute is through the collective bargaining process,” Labor Secretary Ray Marshall said after the meeting.

He said federal mediators will continue to work with the two sides “and we remain hopeful that a settlement will be negotiated soon.”

The union charged in a statement yesterday that the industry ordered a lockout be­cause it “is intent upon creating a crisis in order to pressure the administration into seeking a Taft-Hartley (back-to-work) injunction.”

However, the union con­tended “a substantial segment” of the industry is not involved in the dispute and many carriers are refusing to join the lockout and are signing contracts with the Teamsters.

Clear Light Society tries for marijuana legalization

TOKYO (AP) - An organiza­tion called the Clear Light Society - at what is believed to be the first move of this kind in Asia - is planning a symposium to urge the legalization of marijuana in Japan.

The society, with about 300 members, has scheduled the symposium for June 5 to point up what it complains are harsh laws against marijuana use here and in other parts of Asia.

The laws provide a maximum death penalty in Malaysia; South Korea and the Philip­pines; maximum life imprison­ment in Hong Kong; 10 years and 15 strokes of the cane in Singapore; seven years impris­onment in Japan, and three­ years’ imprisonment in India.

Koh Akutagawa, 45, who heads the Clear Light Society, said, “The law, we believe, violates civil liberties and is unconstitutional as the ban on alcohol in some places in the old days.”

Akutagawa is a prominent Oriental-style painter and a defendant in a marijuana case. He said in an interview that many doctors and research groups, including the U.S. Na­tional Institute on Drug Abuse, have held that marijuana is not an addictive drug.

One recent NIDA report was reported to have said, however, it did not regard marijuana as harmless.

In western countries, he said, today pursue a policy that possession and use of mari­juana should no longer be against the law.

“Our movement isn’t in­tended to encourage people to smoke hemp because we like it,” Akutagawa said. “We just want to see the law revised so that citizens can decide whether to use it as in the case of alcohol.”

A metropolitan police official said that the Clear Light mem­bers “are free to meet and speak Japanese judicial offi­cials declined comment on the constitutionality of Japan’s 31­ year-old marijuana law estab­lished from the request from the ten U.S. occupation force.

(continued on page 10)

AIESEC to sponsor Careers Seminar

AIESEC (International Asso­ciation of Economics and Busi­ness Students), is holding the first of two parts of their International Careers Seminar today at 2:45 p.m.

The first of two sessions today will cover international marketing and will stress career entrance opportunities. Guest speakers and faculty members will provide the insights and all questions will be fielded.

The second session this after­noon will address International Accounting and is scheduled to begin around 4:15 p.m.

This seminar has been de­signed to further the interna­tional feeling that is developing on campus and to make stu­dents aware of the great career opportunities in the international arena.

Part two of The International Careers Seminar is scheduled for Thursday and will begin at 2:45 p.m. The disciplines to be discussed will be international law and international finance.

This part will follow a similar format and will be based upon presentations by guest speak­ers and faculty members.

\[\text{Summer Storage Space} \quad \text{Special Discount for N.D. Students} \quad 259-0335\]

\[\text{Self Lock Storage} \quad \text{of McKinley}\]

\[\text{21st Annual Collegiate Jazz} \quad \text{Festival}\]

\text{featuring}

\- Joe Sample
\- Philly Joe Jones
\- Richard Davis
\- Stanley Turrentine
\- Buddy DeFranco
\- Nat Adderley
\- Jethro Burns

\text{and the nation’s best college}

\text{Jazz bands}

April 6-8 Stepan Center

Tickets at NDSU and SMC box offices and the door

\$4.50 Sat. Att. \$2.50 Sat. \$4.00

All session pass $7.50

\[\text{K of C to} \quad \text{hold meeting}\]

There will be a general meeting of the Knights of Columbus at 7:45 p.m. Thursday at the council hall. All mem­bers are asked to attend. Many upcoming programs will be discussed.

There will also be an initia­tion ceremony on Sunday, April 8. All men and women inter­ested in joining the Knights of Columbus are asked to attend a brief session tonight at 9:30 or before the general meet­ing or call the Council at 7018.
A different value system

Dear Editor,

After reading the editorial by Mark Amenta in last Friday's Observer about the homosexual lifestyle, I have come to the conclusion that my viewpoints are hurting my own cause by over-analysis. It is the lack of faulty reasoning in the process. He is guilty of using the same tactics he has been using. The new—using—that is, narrow-mindedness and rejection of alternative life-styles out of hand.

My first quarrel with Mr. Amenta begins in a previous column that there are 300 gays at ND-SMC, only 10% of which happen to belong to his organization. Granted, many, if not most, homosexuals are afraid to come out in the open. But saying that there are 300 at ND-SMC with no basis in facts is irresponsible. First of all, Mr. Amenta quotes a psychologist, Dr. Clark, who in his article states this is an ideological bias. He does not tie gay to the gay position. I could find just as many hetero-sexual psychologists who would strongly disagree with Dr. Clark.

Next Mr. Amenta compares the rights given to gay and heterosexuals. He is really saying here is the matter of choice. As Clark states, there would be little choice in being black or female. But if we accept Dr. Clark's reasoning that the majority of the population starts like in homosexual, then we must say that the majority of homosexuals have a choice in being homosexual. Therefore, Mr. Amenta, you're wrong. No one is forcing anyone to be homosexual or heterosexual. If one has a choice it becomes not a question of right or wrong, but of alternatives.

Being homosexual implies an entirely different value system. Being black or female does not. Therefore when I choose not to associate with homosexuals it is due to their value system, and it is my right not to associate with them or be forced to, just as it is my right not to associate with Communists, Republicans, left-handed fluter players from Upstate New York or Jehovah's Witnesses. I may disagree with in principle.

Let's use nudists as an example. I don't care if someone is a nudist or not. Nobody is forcing them to be nudists, and if they choose to be nudists that's their business. It's when they start demanding rights for nudists and telling me how I should act toward them that I get worried. What next? Said a government to some sun worshippers? So my point is that if Mr. Amenta or anyone else tries to force me into a homosexual's mind, I have the right to be accepted by the rest of us should come up with some better arguments.

Jack Heraty

Dear Editor,

WASHINGTON—My colleague, Robert Toth of the Los Angeles Times, has finished a six-month research job on what people should do when they aren't married.

The Ford Foundation, for example, prefers Significant Other Person. The American Psychological Association favors Significant Other Person, which has been bowdlerized to Significant Other. The American Medical Association likes Significant Other Person, and Significant Other Person, Sciences prefers Special Friend, George Washington University likes Significant Other. A small band of us devoted an entire small band of us devoted an entire

It is not my intention to steal Mr. Toth's thunder. Mr. Toth arrived in this world a couple of years ago, and the New York Times Syndicate less than a year.

"This is Thelma, who does everything for me but windows."

"This is Marty, who has forsaken all others temporarily while we're having a meaningful relationship."

"It is difficult to introduce someone you're living with to friends, but it's much harder to explain that person to one's parents, particularly to mothers and fathers who were raised under different rules."

"Of course it has its toughest time thinking up satisfactory introductions to parents."

"Among those we played were: Dad, this is Peter. He's the main reason you don't have to pay for my apartment."

"Mom, I know you don't speak French, but..."

"Dad, this is Peter. He is the main reason you don’t have to pay for my apartment. "

"This is Green. I try to be my own best friend but it didn't work."

"I'm not going to have fun out of school, and you said I would meet a lot of men who were up to no good."

"Many government agencies and multinational corporations still take the occasional squelch, and their friends standing by in the background."

"IBM may think Mr. Pinkerton and I are being 'overcharged' instead of letting a male do it."

"Some students have even told me that it is the same outside the university for the list for every concert, he being first in line for the ACC."

"As Bing Crosby sang, "Well, like what has happened, and the ticket business is not good."

"I don't care what the FBI report says. The ticket business is no good."

"Perhaps most ironically, the ticket business is not good."

List provokes hard feelings

Dear Editor,

In the Wednesday, March 14th, issue of The Observer, the following full-page ad appeared:

"The Notre Dame Student Union Presents an evening with..."

"BILLY JOEL."

The tickets, selling for $8.50 and $10.00 apiece, were to go on sale Tuesday, March 27th, at the ACC box office. On the previous Monday, a student lottery was held for those students wishing to avoid the crowd and try their luck at getting a decent number. With Billy Joel being as popular as he is, understandably there was a large crowd of students at the lottery and understandably many of these were unable to get tickets. But another fact enters the picture. Some students have even told me that it is the same outside the university for the list for every concert, he being first in line for the ACC.

But another fact enters the picture. Some students have even told me that it is the same outside the university for the list for every concert, he being first in line for the ACC."

"BILLY JOEL."
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Significant other person

art buchwald
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Can how one attempt to reconcile his or her commitment to Christ while seeking corporate profit? This is a question addressed in this issue of "Full Value," a new book recently published by Harper and Row. "Full Value: Absurd Revolt: The Evolution of Consciousness," is the second installment of a series which examines "Camus and Suicide: An Intellectual and Existential Consideration of the Ten Cases Which Follow in Part II."

The authors provide helpful process as well as practical points for working with the case method. In addition, an extensive Bibliography and Index permits the reader to further pursue the areas that are pioneered by Houch and Williams. Most importantly, the book analyzes every serious reader to ponder his or her own life situation in the businessperson; and forces each person to ask how and why a Christian perspective should be included in their thoughtful consideration of a business situation.

In "Full Value," the authors introduce the use of "Master Images" from the Bible and the business world in order to provide frameworks for considering the ten cases which follow in Part II. The authors provide helpful
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SMC student government sponsors

Women's Opportunity Week
(WOW): Celebrating Women
in the Arts
Monday April 2
7:45 am film: Antonia: Portrait of the Woman
(produced by Judy Collins) Dining Hall
4-5pm presentation: Feminist humor Gloria
Kaufman, author Stapleton
7pm Women as Visual Artists: Margottot
232 Moreau
10 pm film: Antonia: Portrait of the Woman
Dining Hall

We're Looking For People
With Class
The Student Union Services
Commission now taking applications for the following positions:
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
REFRIGERATOR RENTAL COORDINATOR
BOOK EXCHANGE COORDINATOR
ON CAMPUS MAILMAN
FREE UNIVERSITY COORDINATOR

Applications available in S.U. Offices,
2nd floor LaFortune
Volunteers also needed for Services
Commission Task Force
sign up in Student Union Offices

SMC ORIENTATION '79
Applications now being accepted for:
- chairman
- Big Sister/Little Sister Chairman
- Tours Chairman
- General Committee workers
- Publicity chairperson

Applications available in the Student Activities Office -
166 LeMans - Deadline - Monday, April 9th.
Applications will not be accepted after April 9th.

... Isis

[continued from page 1]
Dits, came long before the physical process.
I got the idea from the Saturday night dinner my friends and I get together for every week," Dits, a Christian, said. "The Jews got together on the Sabbath to eat bread and cheese, talk and take it easy. It was their day of rest. The same theme applies to us and we thought it was a nice image to borrow."

In addition to Dits' Sabbath dishes, the opening at the Isis Gallery featured hand-built pottery of the coil and box forms along with several examples of "fiber structures" or textiles.

Prefering to avoid more technical terms such as "fiber sculpture" or "textile," Ann Buzaid, a senior art major from Danbury Connecticut, termed her contribution simply "a weaving."

In weaving, the form defines the design, according to Buzaid. Her wool blanket, with its irregular pattern of vertical and horizontal lines, "represents mountains," she said. "I wanted to express the idea of mountains, but weaving restricts you to horizontals and verticals." That limitation, resulted in an "abstract" pattern of peaks and valleys, accentuated by the wool's subdued earth tones.

Buzaid, like many of the senior artists who have displayed their talents throughout the festival week, uses forums like the Senior Art Festival to present her creations to the public. She maintained that she still has a few artistic aces up her sleeve and they will be on display to the general public in the Isis Gallery Thursday, when she shares the spotlight with her roommate, Meg Auth.

Among the works that will be on display tonight from 7-8:30 are a capestry woven by Notre Dame basketball star Bruce Flowers and two handmade instruments - a banjo and a dulciner crafted by Mark Prus.

... Women's Week

[continued from page 4]
descriptions as "lips as cherries." Every part of the female anatomy was compared to food except legs which didn't become edible until the 20th century when they finally became visible.

According to Kaufman, feminism became an "eight letter word" with the writing of Mary Ellmann in Thinking about Women. While many writers saw feminism as a "dangerous" term, Ellmann pointed out that Shakespeare used it to indicate highly admirable qualities in men. Ellmann's writing is based on an expansive knowledge of writers, and she quotes heavily from them in her book.

The selections Kaufman read from Ellmann illustrated views of the feminine mind seen as a "closed space" by male thinkers. "Her humor is full of comic metaphors and unexpected imagery which is hilariously appropriate to the subject," Kaufman observed. She noted that Ellmann compared "the jostling masses of male subjects," Kaufman said, "to the female anatomy was compared to food.

Several other selections that Kaufman read were from Are Women People by Alice Duer Miller, a suffragette and journalist. The audience found especially humorous Kaufman's description of the "tensions" of the menstrual period unbalances them emotionally. This piece, which described the "tensions" of the menstrual period as lasting three out of four weeks each month, brought the first laughter from the audience.

Kaufman ended her talk by noting that traditional humor and comedy have been as important as other art forms. "Yet an equally redundant function of art is to correct perceptions that are life-enhancing, and that allows us to see—underneath or above our suffering—the abiding values of human experience."

"That is the particular aim of feminist humor," she explained. "It is not a new form of humor. It is very old. And it has helped us survive."

In another presentation last evening Bridget Clarke and Cecilia Mitchell, sophomore art majors Hoff, showed slides of paintings by American women during the last 100 years. Hoff, artists in residence at Saint Mary's since 1969, explained many of her works from recent years which were on display to the general public in the Senior Arts Festival. She emphasized the importance of studying the works of a living artist since their art is still "sparking."

[continued from page 1]
pen' if the legislation was not passed.

"The United States has not defaulted on any of its debt obligations since the founding of the republic," Blumenthal said in the letter.
He continued: "The full consequences of a default by the United States are impossible to predict and awesome to anticipate. Designation of the full faith and credit of the United States would have incalculable effects on the domestic money markets and on the value of the dollar in exchange markets.

Writing Workshop
for SMC Observer Staff
Tuesday night April 3
7:00 pm
SMC office- Basement of Regina South
MANDATORY
Two N.D. staffers will conduct the meeting

A vote on the bill - this year's first major battle over deficit spending - was expected today when Republicans try to bring up a stringent balanced budget amendment.

The first debt limit of $798 billion expired Saturday, throwing the government into a fiscal crisis and raising the possibility that there might not be enough money to cover Social Security checks scheduled for delivery Tuesday to 31 million Americans.

Treasury Department sources, who asked not to be named, raised the possibility of the government being able to pay its most pressing bills by shifting available funds from accounts where they were not urgently needed to those where the need was greater.

Buy Classifieds
from
The Observer
Walsch Hall opens doors, celebrates 70th birthday this week

WASHINGTON (AP) - Thousands of auto workers were given short shifts Monday and the prospect of product shortages and other disruptions loomed as a trucking industry lockout of 300,000 Teamsters took hold.

The lockout, ordered by industry executives after the union launched a limited weekend strike over a contract dispute, was expected to halt a sizable portion of interstate shipments of general freight - from fresh foods to factories parts - within days.

The auto industry was the first target of the industry shutdown. The nation's two largest automakers, General Motors and Ford Motor Co., said an estimated 48,000 assembly line workers were being sent home early yesterday because of parts shortages, and further production cutbacks were imminent.

A spokesman for Trucking Management Inc., which had ordered the lockout Sunday, said its more than 500 member firms account for 85 percent of the nation's trucking business.

The spokesman, Norman Walker, said "virtually all" of TMI's members were complying with the lockout - a tactic used in labor disputes in which employers refuse to let their workers report to work.

One industry analyst, who asked not to be named, predicted a nationwide shutdown could trigger a "very serious crisis" in the economy within two weeks.

Some food stores could run out of fresh foods, particularly meat products, Walker said.

Meanwhile, federal mediators said it was unlikely that bargainers for the union and TMI would resume negotiations until Thursday, in part because the union's 80-member national bargaining committee is meeting in Chicago on Wednesday.

Talks broke off over the weekend because of a dispute involving President Carter's anti-inflation wage guidelines.

Industry negotiators said they offered a three-year package that would boost wages and fringe benefits by about 50 percent - a figure the industry officials said was in compliance with the president's relaxed anti-inflation wage guidelines.

Shuttle changes schedule

A change in the schedule of off-campus shuttle runs goes into effect this week in response to student complaints that the shuttle service was too limited.

Prof. Schlereth, campus historian, will talk about Walsh Hall history in the South lounge of Walsh. July 9th-August 10th

An informal, productive atmosphere in air conditioned classrooms

Summer Session undergraduate courses are offered Monday through Thursday in the Arts, Business and the Sciences in day, and evening sessions.

First Day Session--June 4th-July 13th
Second Day Session--July 9th-August 10th
First Evening Session--June 4th-July 6th
Second Evening Session--July 9th-August 10th

Summer Graduate courses are also offered toward an M.B.A. and an M.S. in Education.

Check out Iona during your spring break. The Summer Session affords you the opportunity to make-up and get a jump on your Fall programs. Check in by completing the coupon, or call for more information.

If you're planning summer study and live in the New York, New Jersey, Connecticut area, there's one school you should consider.

IONA. An independent four year college in Westchester County offering:

- Graduate and undergraduate courses
- Courses you want—in a concentrated time span
- Convenience—Close to home and the City
- An informal, productive atmosphere in air conditioned classrooms

School of Arts and Science
School of Business Administration
Division of General Studies
Graduate School of Business Administration
Graduate Programs for Education
Graduate Division of Pastoral Counseling

Dept. C • 715 North Avenue • New Rochelle, NY 10801
(914) 636-2100

Name
Address
City State Zip
Telephone

Please send more information about Summer Sessions at IONA.
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) - President Idi Amin made a surprise appearance in Jinja after a raid yesterday by Tanzanian jets on Uganda's second largest city, residents reported. Started townpeople at Jinja, 50 miles east of the Ugandan capital of Kampala, said shortly after the morning raid by two MiG-21 jet fighters Amin appeared and ordered panicking people to return to work.

According to one witness, Amin said, "We have shot down the enemy." A second said Amin vowed he would "teach the attackers a big lesson." He also reportedly inspected damaged targets.

Exiles in Nairobi said they suspect Amin has been staying in Jinja, 50 miles east of Kampala, which is the headquarters of Libyan troops aiding Amin and site of the Magrama Ordinance Depot.

The invading force of Tanzanians and Ugandan rebels also bombed and shelled an oil depot in the Ugandan capital of Kampala, residents and diplomats reported Monday.

They said a series of explosions in the early morning in the eastern industrial area were followed by billowing smoke from a dismantled storage tank. The fire was reportedly put out by noon, and the city remained quiet for the rest of the day, the information said.

In the Tanzanian capital of Dar Es Salaam, the Uganda National Liberation Front formed by exiles to replace Amin if he falls said the tank was blown up by saboteurs.

On Sunday, Tanzanian MiGs hit the main runway at Entebbe International Airport, 21 miles south of Kampala, in the year's known Tanzanian air raid of the five-month war. There were reports that a MiG-21 and a MiG-29 were shot down yesterday by Libyan troops.

Residents of Jinja, on the main road to Entebbe, said the jets came low and dropped about three bombs. One fell just outside the Libyan Arab Uganda bank, injuring 15 persons, one seriously.

Other bombs reportedly fell at or near the Libyan barracks, but witnesses said they did little damage.

"A man injured at the bank contacted by telephone at Jinja Hospital, said the bombs exploded just after 9 a.m. He said the hospital was short of personnel and equipment.

"When we were rushed to the hospital, there were no nurses," he said. "I have not been treated fully. I was not given any blood and I leave to wait for dressing until tomorrow. I am not able to turn my head now. There is no water in the hospital.

Kampala residents said the city was almost deserted, fuel was no longer available and the market was almost bare.

No firing was reported from the western suburbs of the city where the main force of Tanzanians and Ugandan rebels was reportedly facing some 1,000 Libyan troops.

The invaders were apparently marking time while shelling and bombing strategic targets.

Michael Molinelli and Howard Hall present a forum conducted by Prof. J. Jameson—Econ. Prof. J. Thorp—Soc. and Anthro. Prof. J. H. Yoder—Theology Tuesday, April 3

7:00pm in Howard Hall

The Influence of Religion on the Work-A-Day World in Latin America, the U.S. and Bangladesh

(caption from page 3)

In the symposium, the two-year-old society will bring together a diverse group of lawyers, doctors, medical researchers, writers and others, Akutagawa said.

Akutagawa's indictment in 1977 for smoking hemp which he grew in his yard led to the formation of the Clear Light Organization in Kyoto. He remains free pending a final ruling by the Kyoto District Court expected late this year.

I have two sons, the younger a 19-year-old high school graduate. Having smoked marijuana for the past several years, I let them smoke it, but they are restrained from drinking," he said.

Koichi Tamura, one of the defense attorneys for Akutagawa and legal adviser to Clear Light, said Asian nations, except perhaps India where cannabis was banned under British rule, all "copied" marijuana laws of western countries after World War II.

"These nations, as was the case with Japan, skipped any due studies or researches in establishing the marijuana laws," he said.

"Until then, many Asian peoples had long been free to grow, and some of them smoking, hemp which was, and still is, a material for paper and fabric fiber industry for many centuries," he said.

In South Korea, a rapid increase in the number of marijuana smokers led in 1976 to an active, nationwide crackdown on traffickers, growers and smokers, including some big name entertainers. Officials did not say what caused the increase but said 1,460 persons were arrested that year, with a maximum penalty of seven years in prison.
Umpires continue holdout as season approaches

Forty major league umpires remained on the sidelines Monday, each continuing contract dispute for as the countdown begins to the start of the regular season this week.

The 1979 season gets under way Tuesday in San Franci­
cisco at Cincinnati in the National League and Califor­nia at Seattle in the American. Each league has only one regular umpire under contract with rookie Ted Hendry agreeing to terms with the NL and veteran Paul Pryor signing a two-week contract with the AL.

Hendry has been working spring training games in Ari­
zona with the blessing of the Major League Umpires Associ­

ation which advised him to fulfill terms of his contract since he signed before the current dispute began. Pryor went to work over the weekend, umpiring the New York Mets-Phila­

Document classification: Sports

Interhall softball to organize

The interhall office has announced that there will be an organized softball league for both the spring and fall quarters in the auditorium of the ACC (next to the football offices).

Each league will also be a meeting for graduate softball at 5 p.m., and for interhall softball at 4:30 p.m. in the audi­
torium of the ACC (next to the football offices).

Field hockey to meet

Astrid Hovedt, director of women's athletics, announced that a field hockey clinic will be held tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the A.C.C., on Carrier Field.

All past team members and those interested in field hockey are encouraged to attend. Equipment will be provided. The emphasis of the clinic will be on basic fundamentals and team play.

Additional information contact Sue Meglin at 8093, Donna Cariati at 7771 or Coach Hovedt at 8093.

Field hockey

A case of bad weather, a rainbow is scheduled for Monday April 9th at the
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For Sale

1078 MGR Roomier, 3000 miles, green, AW/FT, perfect condition, 394-1482.

Looking for...? We're looking for a roomate. Call any time.

UG4 Morgan, 773-5700, price, every Friday afternoon.

Why Pay More? FLANNER RECORDS has all the latest records at a price less than any other store.

Fred, Bill, Brian, Paul, 504-2664.


Lost & Found

Classifieds

Wanted

Green Beer Club. If it's Monday night, Topics of discussion will be beer and people. Group meets every Tuesday at 7:45.

Kevin G.

We're glad to know that you are interested in football for next year (beside us). Here's our famous last words: ...Buy tickets early...and have a great season...and good luck...by Spady and Spade.

Dear Spad,

Welcome back and congratulations. Missed you last year. Take care. The Mick from Minnesota

Harvey Sprung

I need your help. This message has been passed on by Cleve Styg's dad.

Soep

Mary,

I don't wish to see you again, but will you meet me in the morning at 8 a.m. in the St. Louis Central Hotel. My business is to be there.

Jars.

For Rent

House For Rent: Summer and possibly fall. House is located at 2900 Fifth Ave. - $250.00 per month.

Tina, phone 289-1482.

WANTED

PERSONALS

Son, St. Louis, Dancing lessons being given now. Professional Instructors taught to girls and boys. Group rates available.

Pam, Teri, Susie, Mary Pat.

For Sale

WANTED

PERSONALS

Green Beer Club.

If it's Monday night, Topics of discussion will be beer and people. Group meets every Tuesday at 7:45.

Kevin G.

We're glad to know that you are interested in football for next year (beside us). Here's our famous last words: ...Buy tickets early...and have a great season...and good luck...by Spady and Spade.

Dear Spad,

Welcome back and congratulations. Missed you last year. Take care. The Mick from Minnesota

Harvey Sprung

I need your help. This message has been passed on by Cleve Styg's dad.

Soep

Mary,

I don't wish to see you again, but will you meet me in the morning at 8 a.m. in the St. Louis Central Hotel. My business is to be there.

Jars.
Dan Devine hopes to have the quarterback situation settled by the end of spring practice. [Photo by Ron Szot]

**Sports**

**ND opens spring football season**

*by Mark Perry*

**Sports Editor**

The coming of spring can have a variety of meanings for each individual. For some it is a period of change, where nature brings life to a dull world. Others see it as a chance to grow and excel. For the true通知书者, spring can mean only one thing: the advent of spring football drills.

The Fighting Irish were scheduled to open their annual spring practice session yesterday, but spring has been a little late coming to South Bend, so the team just held a light workout inside the ACC. Irish Head Coach Dan Devine said that he was hopeful the team could move outdoors today.

Devine said the spring practice is a "disorganized affair," according to Devine. "Our major goals are to orientate the new players, sharpen their skills, and prepare them for the fall," Devine said.

Devine enters his fifth year at Notre Dame as national championship, three bowl wins, and four winning seasons already under his belt. The upcoming season will be especially challenging, with several key starters returning, but with a number of seniors who have played as reserve until Coach Jack Ramsay decided to try them as first string.

Devine said that the team is not as deep as in past years, but still has a lot of talent and is ready to make improvements.

The biggest replacement that Notre Dame will be returning is quarterback Tim Ryan, who was an All-American last year. Ryan is expected to be the all-important quarterback for the Notre Dame football team.

**Irish golfers take first in 14-team tourney**

*by Michael Ortmann*

The Irish open the fall practice session.”

Devine enters his fifth year at Notre Dame as national championship, three bowl wins, and four winning seasons already under his belt. The upcoming season will be especially challenging, with several key starters returning, but with a number of seniors who have played as reserve until Coach Jack Ramsay decided to try them as first string.

Devine said that the team is not as deep as in past years, but still has a lot of talent and is ready to make improvements.

The biggest replacement that Notre Dame will be returning is quarterback Tim Ryan, who was an All-American last year. Ryan is expected to be the all-important quarterback for the Notre Dame football team.

**Too bad Pete Rose can’t pitch**

*by Barry Foote, Ted Sizemore, and Jerry Martin*

Result: a weaker team. I've got some bad news for you sports fanatics. Ruly Carpenter would have been much better off shelling out his free-agent dollars on the likes of Luis Tiant and Tommy John. The difference between Rose and Heibner isn't as vast as Carpenter's checkbook makes it look. Just look at their '78 stats - Rose : .700, 52 RBI's, 302 average, and Pete is 38. Heibner: 17 home runs, 71 RBI's, 283 average and Rich is 32.

Phil's favorite, Bob Boone would be behind the plate unless Steve Carlton is pitching. In that case it's so much better off with Rose out there. The Phillies are very strong, but still hit 30 homers, drove in 117 runs, and hit .295. Joe Morgan (.362) was the only true threat to Rose. Luzinski, Garry Maddox, and Bake McBride is any in baseball, but the pitching is just too thin.

The infielders (Rose, Trillo, Larry Bowa, and Mike Schmidt) are outstanding, both with the glove and the bat, and the outfield trio of Greg Gross and guard Dave Twardzik used as a reserve until Coach Jack Ramsay decided to try them as first string.

**Pirates**

Pirates finished 1a game and a half behind the Phillies last year and have improved more during the off season than has Philadelphia. A returning Rennie Stennett, Dodger defector Lee Lacy, and fireman Enrique Romo (11 wins and 10 saves to relief with Searle last year) will all add to the team's pitching.

The offensive attack centering around Mr. Pittsburgh, Dave Parker (missed 14 games in '78), but still hit 30 homers, drove in 117 runs, and hit .311. First baseman Willie Stargell might be 38 years old but he can still hit with the best of them (28,79, and 252 in .78). Joining Parker in the outfield will be base stealing king Omar Vargas Ferguson, a third-1000-yard rusher for the Irish in the past three years, is the outstanding offensive player in the league. Tim Forey, Stimoff, and Tim Hoffman, and Bob Martinovich return on the offensive line, and tight end Tom Harkess. Plus several other players who have had some experience on the inside line.

On the defensive side, there are several players who have had some starting time over the past few years. John Hazekr, Bobby Leonard, Tom Gibbons, and Dave Waymer are just all-stars for the Irish defense in the upcoming season.

The biggest replacement that the Irish will have to make will be taking the starting power forward position. Rusty Lisch, who has sat out all of last year, will be returning, but he will have some competition for the starting position. Tim Keogel, who was also given relief action as last year's starter, will also be back in the mix. Coach Devine, along with those players, has not seen any of the Irish defense in the upcoming season.

**In N.L. East**

**Too bad Pete Rose can’t pitch**
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Phil's favorite, Bob Boone would be behind the plate unless Steve Carlton is pitching. In that case it's so much better off with Rose out there. The Phillies are very strong, but still hit 30 homers, drove in 117 runs, and hit .295. Joe Morgan (.362) was the only true threat to Rose. Luzinski, Garry Maddox, and Bake McBride is any in baseball, but the pitching is just too thin.

The infielders (Rose, Trillo, Larry Bowa, and Mike Schmidt) are outstanding, both with the glove and the bat, and the outfield trio of Greg Gross and guard Dave Twardzik used as a reserve until Coach Jack Ramsay decided to try them as first string.

**Pirates**

Pirates finished 1a game and a half behind the Phillies last year and have improved more during the off season than has Philadelphia. A returning Rennie Stennett, Dodger defector Lee Lacy, and fireman Enrique Romo (11 wins and 10 saves to relief with Searle last year) will all add to the team's pitching.

The offensive attack centering around Mr. Pittsburgh, Dave Parker (missed 14 games in '78), but still hit 30 homers, drove in 117 runs, and hit .311. First baseman Willie Stargell might be 38 years old but he can still hit with the best of them (28,79, and 252 in .78). Joining Parker in the outfield will be base stealing king Omar Vargas Ferguson, a third-1000-yard rusher for the Irish in the past three years, is the outstanding offensive player in the league. Tim Forey, Stimoff, and Tim Hoffman, and Bob Martinovich return on the offensive line, and tight end Tom Harkess. Plus several other players who have had some experience on the inside line.

On the defensive side, there are several players who have had some starting time over the past few years. John Hazekr, Bobby Leonard, Tom Gibbons, and Dave Waymer are just all-stars for the Irish defense in the upcoming season.

The biggest replacement that the Irish will have to make will be taking the starting power forward position. Rusty Lisch, who has sat out all of last year, will be returning, but he will have some competition for the starting position. Tim Keogel, who was also given relief action as last year's starter, will also be back in the mix. Coach Devine, along with those players, has not seen any of the Irish defense in the upcoming season.
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Result: a weaker team. I've got some bad news for you sports fanatics. Ruly Carpenter would have been much better off shelling out his free-agent dollars on the likes of Luis Tiant and Tommy John. The difference between Rose and Heibner isn't as vast as Carpenter's checkbook makes it look. Just look at their '78 stats - Rose : .700, 52 RBI's, 302 average, and Pete is 38. Heibner: 17 home runs, 71 RBI's, 283 average and Rich is 32.

Phil's favorite, Bob Boone would be behind the plate unless Steve Carlton is pitching. In that case it's so much better off with Rose out there. The Phillies are very strong, but still hit 30 homers, drove in 117 runs, and hit .295. Joe Morgan (.362) was the only true threat to Rose. Luzinski, Garry Maddox, and Bake McBride is any in baseball, but the pitching is just too thin.

The infielders (Rose, Trillo, Larry Bowa, and Mike Schmidt) are outstanding, both with the glove and the bat, and the outfield trio of Greg Gross and guard Dave Twardzik used as a reserve until Coach Jack Ramsay decided to try them as first string.

**Pirates**

Pirates finished 1a game and a half behind the Phillies last year and have improved more during the off season than has Philadelphia. A returning Rennie Stennett, Dodger defector Lee Lacy, and fireman Enrique Romo (11 wins and 10 saves to relief with Searle last year) will all add to the team's pitching.

The offensive attack centering around Mr. Pittsburgh, Dave Parker (missed 14 games in '78), but still hit 30 homers, drove in 117 runs, and hit .311. First baseman Willie Stargell might be 38 years old but he can still hit with the best of them (28,79, and 252 in .78). Joining Parker in the outfield will be base stealing king Omar Vargas Ferguson, a third-1000-yard rusher for the Irish in the past three years, is the outstanding offensive player in the league. Tim Forey, Stimoff, and Tim Hoffman, and Bob Martinovich return on the offensive line, and tight end Tom Harkess. Plus several other players who have had some experience on the inside line.

On the defensive side, there are several players who have had some starting time over the past few years. John Hazekr, Bobby Leonard, Tom Gibbons, and Dave Waymer are just all-stars for the Irish defense in the upcoming season.

The biggest replacement that the Irish will have to make will be taking the starting power forward position. Rusty Lisch, who has sat out all of last year, will be returning, but he will have some competition for the starting position. Tim Keogel, who was also given relief action as last year's starter, will also be back in the mix. Coach Devine, along with those players, has not seen any of the Irish defense in the upcoming season.

**Irish golfers take first in 14-team tourney**

*by Michael Ortmann*

The Irish open the fall practice session.”

Devine enters his fifth year at Notre Dame as national championship, three bowl wins, and four winning seasons already under his belt. The upcoming season will be especially challenging, with several key starters returning, but with a number of seniors who have played as reserve until Coach Jack Ramsay decided to try them as first string.

Devine said that the team is not as deep as in past years, but still has a lot of talent and is ready to make improvements.

The biggest replacement that Notre Dame will be returning is quarterback Tim Ryan, who was an All-American last year. Ryan is expected to be the all-important quarterback for the Notre Dame football team.